Roller shutters

For protection,
comfort and
cosiness

A sense of home
starts at the
window – with
ROMA sun screens
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Space & atmosphere

Roller shutters, external
venetian blinds and
textilscreens from Germany
There may be many places that enjoy more
hours of sunshine per year than Burgau in
Bavarian-Swabia. Despite this fact, more than
12,000 sunny days of experience with highquality sun protection systems have been
clocked up at the ROMA headquarters precisely in this location.
Our most important insight over these past 35
years: A sense of home starts at the window.
Regardless of whether you want to let in the
sunshine in the morning or keep prying eyes
out in the evening, whether you prefer cool
rooms in the scorching summer or save energy

Roller shutters

in the cold season – arguably there is no other
item in your house that has a greater effect on
lighting atmosphere, indoor climate and privacy
than sun screening.
ROMA is the leading brand for sun screening
systems with the highest requirements in terms
of functionality, aesthetics and durability.
Your sun screening specialist will gladly provide
you further advice on roller shutters, external
venetian blinds and textile screens from ROMA.
Your architect can also provide you with information on the multiple design options regarding sun screening.

External venetian blinds

Textilscreens
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An all-rounder
at the window
ROMA roller shutters can do a whole lot more
than just the usual up and down.
ROMA roller shutters are intelligent and – if you
wish – even fully automated systems that protect against the summer heat, undesirable
prying eyes, break-ins, heat loss as well as
insects.

Front-mounted shutters PENTO installed flush with the façade.

They are dynamically controllable design elements for façades and provide effective protection against capricious weather. They change
the atmosphere and lighting mood of your
rooms ever so slightly or quite dramatically.
ROMA roller shutters are a decision based on
reason and gut feeling.

Remote control provides more comfort and freedom.

Privacy at the
push of a button
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When homes open
and close their eyes
It really is a natural reflex to shut our eyes
when there´s too much sun or at night when
we seek rest.
With a ROMA roller shutter system your house
can do the same. Decide for yourself whether
the eyes of your home open and close fully
automatically according to the position of the
sun. Or allow the sun to peer in slightly and
quite spontaneously at the push of a button.
ROMA roller shutters allow you to adjust the
cosiness of your home right from the façade.
In all weathers and at all times.

ROMA´s new tilting roller shutters offer
design and usage possibilities in three
dimensions combined with the most
modern ease of use.

The benefit provided by roller shutters
in terms of climate and light intensity is
particularly relevant for large window
areas.
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Space & atmosphere
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Space & atmosphere

Between light and dark there is
a plethora of alternatives
Forget for a minute your impressions of earlier
types of roller shutters. Modern roller shutter
systems have little in common with the rattling
monsters except for their basic function.
And this is why there are hardly any further
restrictions on how roller shutters can be used.
ROMA even offers you thought-out system
solutions for oblique windows.

Electric tilting systems optimize the supply of light and air:
easily, quickly and conveniently.

For all those who want to combine the unmatched sun screening of roller shutters with
the highest supply of light and air, ROMA has
developed a new generation of tilting roller
shutters. They offer convenient ventilation options without compromising on sun screening.
Integrated motors allow you to operate them in
all directions even with the window closed.

TRENDO roller shutter systems by ROMA for oblique windows
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Security & protection

A safe sleeping aid
with no side effects
whatsoever

A bodyguard
in front of every
window
Burglary protection
Don´t invite thieves! Closed roller shutters
already provide effective protection against
unwanted intruders.
The optional ROMA security package with reinforced bottom laths, guide rails with concealed
screws and hold-down system lets you sleep
with even more peace of mind.
In combination with a proximity sensor that
briefly moves the roller shutters when there is
a person present in front of the window, the
roller shutters become an essential component
of your home security concept.
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Security & protection

Hold-down system

Reinforced guide rail

Reinforced roller shutter
bottom lath
Security level 1:
ROMA security package

Security level 2:
ALUMINO protect
Extra sturdy slats for more safety

Security level 3:
No opportunity for unwanted intruders
Additionally installed GENIO proximity sensor
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Security & protection

Ban annoying pests
from your home
Insect screen
ROMA roller shutters are combined all-rounders. The fully integrated insect screen curtain
allows you to keep annoying pests out of your
home single handed. If you no longer need
it during the day or during the cold season,
the tear-resistant and highly transparent
Transpatec fabric disappears entirely in the
roller shutter box. Many ROMA roller shutters
can be fitted with an insect screen – even as a
retrofit.
Integrated insect screen in front-mounted shutters PENTO.XP.

Even more protection
for you and your home
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Sun protection

Noise protection

ROMA roller shutters protect residents, furnishings and houseplants against too much sun
and UV rays. Roller shutters prevent rooms
from overheating due to insolation. This is why
a proper sun screen in front of the window also
is the most energy-efficient air conditioning
system for your home.

Roller shutters provide additional protection
against outside noise that shouldn´t be underestimated. The high-quality and environmentally friendly foam-filled profiles with the best
soundproofing properties ensure that you
sleep very soundly.

Security & protection

Glare protection

Weather protection

ROMA front-mounted shutters allow integration
of additional textile screens as glare guards.
They prevent glare, give shade and still allow for
a clear view of the outside. This brings additional comfort that you will soon see as indispensable, especially in living areas that are used
frequently in the daytime.

Houses are generally built for generations. In
addition to providing comfort, investing in highquality roller shutters allows you to preserve
the value of your real estate. Roller shutters
provide effective protection against weathering
particularly for the sensitive interface between
interior and exterior, i.e. the window.

Automatic fire protection
SIDEO alarm detection clears the escape
routes in case of fire. ROMA´s innovation raises
the roller shutters as soon as smoke and fire
detectors sound an alarm.
By the way: drives keep working thanks to battery backup even in case of power failure.

Reliable protection:
SIDEO – Alarm detection for customer´s smoke detectors
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Comfort & freedom

Feeling at home
can be controlled
– continuously
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Comfort & freedom

The modern home
thinks with you
ROMA makes it extremely easy for you to operate your roller shutters.
Simply choose the operating concept that best meets your requirements.

The elegant and intuitively operated wall-mounted switches
allow you to operate the roller
shutters as easily and conveniently as your lighting. A nice
side-effect: No roller shutter
belts to spoil the visual effect.

The handy ROMA remote
control allows you comfortable
control of light and shade from
anywhere in your home. Raise
the roller shutters from your
bed in the morning. Or lower
all roller shutters from the
couch in the evening.

The ROMApad brings you tomorrow´s operating concept to
your home today. Automate the
control of all your sun screening installation according to
pre-programmed scenarios.
Or move your roller shutters
to the desired position just by
pointing on the touch screen.

More comfort and security, ROMA‘s automatic light sensor moves your roller shutters to defined positions
according to programmed brightness and temperature values.
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Energy & environment

energie
sparen.
Saving energy
die
beste
– the best of all
energiequelle
energy sources
überhaupt.
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Energy & environment

Saving heating costs
with roller shutters
Cost-effective building means keeping home
energy consumption to a minimum. Modern
roller shutters contribute to this effort.
Because roller shutters – or more precisely the
layer of air between window and roller shutter –
provide additional thermal insulation during cold
months.
Independent studies verify that closed roller
shutters alone can considerably reduce heat
loss. When renovating houses, simply replacing

the windows and roller shutters allow up to 40%
savings in heating energy.
With its energy-saving roller shutters, TERMO,
ROMA offers a solution that enables you to
quickly and easily renovate outdated roller shutter boxes as regards energy.
There are currently many incentive programmes
in Europe as never before. Web sites provide
you with individual information for your building.

The green areas indicate heat loss from interior to exterior
before renovation.

The layer of air between window and roller shutter acts
as thermal insulation and helps save heating costs.

Heat is retained in the home – red shows perfect heat insulation
after the roller shutter system has been replaced.

Made in Germany
– with aluminium
and know-how
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Material & design

Our colours,
your personality
Your mode of living is a question of personal
taste. And so is the colour design of your
home. Everything you may desire is possible
with ROMA´s colour collection. And even a bit
more. The colour collection contains a large
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selection of colours for high-quality durable
surfaces. For instance, choose from among
seven standard colours in the ROMA Colour
Harmony to form a harmonious whole with the
matching curtain colours.

Already beautiful
in the standard
version – the ROMA
Colour Harmony
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Those who design their roller shutters using the
colours of the ROMA Colour Harmony will most
certainly find the perfect colour combination.
Match the boxes, guide rails, bottom rails and
curtains of your roller shutters tone for tone

and choose from among seven discreet colours.
These beautiful, timeless shades of colour are
our recommendation for you.

ROMA 9016
(similar to RAL 9016)

ROMA Grey

ROMA White aluminium
(similar to RAL 9006)

ROMA Sarotti

ROMA DB 703

ROMA Anthracite grey
(similar to RAL 7016)

ROMA Grey aluminium
(similar to RAL 9007)

The ROMA Colour Harmony aesthetically matches all exposed
aluminium components of your roller shutters. The seven harmonious colours are available as standard in the three surface
finishes Smooth matte, Fine structure matte and Highly weatherproof fine structure matte1 for boxes, guide rails and bottom rails.
You will find an overview of the available curtain colours on
page 39.

Highly weather-proof is a special colour, note extra cost.
Colour variations are possible due to printing technology. Please always use original colour samples when deciding.

1

42 colours for every taste
– the ROMA Colour Trend
Are you a trendsetter? Then go for the ROMA
Colour Trend. You will find the colour you
desire for your boxes, guide rails and bottom
rails in 42 colour shades and the three surface
finishes Smooth matte, Fine structure matte
and Highly weatherproof fine structure matte1.
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Moreover, the surface finishes Smooth matte
and Fine structure matte are available as
standard in powders from the two leading
colour powder manufacturers IGP and Tiger.
You will find all the available curtain colours on
page 39.

RAL 1013 Oyster white

RAL 1015 Light ivory

RAL 2000 Yellow orange²

RAL 3003 Ruby red²

RAL 3004 Purple red

RAL 3005 Wine red

RAL 3011 Brown red

RAL 5011 Steel blue

RAL 5014 Pigeon blue

RAL 6005 Moss green

RAL 6009 Fir green

RAL 7001 Silver grey

RAL 7004 Signal grey

RAL 7011 Iron grey

RAL 7012 Basalt grey

RAL 7015 Slate grey

RAL 7021 Black grey

RAL 7022 Umbra grey

RAL 7024 Graphite grey

grey RAL 7035 Light grey

RAL 7036 Platinum grey

RAL 7037 Dusty grey

RAL 7038 Agate grey

RAL 7039 Quartz grey

RAL 7040 Window grey

RAL 7046 Telegrey 2

RAL 7047 Telegrey 4

RAL 7048 Pearl mouse grey

Material & design

Highly weather-proof is a special colour, note extra cost.
² Not available in highly weather-proof

1

RAL 8001 Ochre brown

RAL 8003 Clay brown

RAL 8007 Fawn brown

RAL 8011 Nut brown

RAL 8014 Sepia brown

RAL 8016 Mahogany brown

RAL 8017 Chocolate brown

RAL 8019 Grey brown

RAL 8022 Black brown

RAL 8028 Terra brown

RAL 9001 Cream

RAL 9003 Signal white

RAL 9005 Jet black

RAL 9010 Pure white

Unlimited possibilities – the ROMA Colour Variety
The ROMA Colour Variety makes everything
even more colourful. With an additional 150
RAL colour hues suitable for façades and 150
additional possibilities for boxes, guide rails and

bottom rails, all desired colours are covered.
The two surface finishes Smooth matte and
Fine structure matte available with the 150 RAL
colours provide the finishing touches.

All colours in the ROMA Colour Variety are subject to additional costs.
Colour variations are possible due to printing technology. Please always use original colour samples when deciding.
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Roller shutter on the outside,
high-tech on the inside
Roller shutters are exposed to the most extreme weather conditions. Summer heat and
frost – the design and material of ROMA roller
shutters are of prime importance.
ROMA´s ALUMINO series has been specially
developed for long-lasting and trouble-free use.
Aluminium is naturally corrosion-proof and also
entirely recyclable. The foam-filled core considerably reinforces the profiles.

ALUMINO protect

The top-class product from
ROMA with hard foam-filled
core for enhanced protection
against outside intruders.

ALUMINO

All our aluminium profiles have double walls
and are designed for durability. Whether it is
ALUMINO, ALUMINO protect or plastic –
at ROMA quality always comes first. According
to the type of roller shutter and profile, you can
choose from among more than 23 attractive
colours and design your personal curtain.

ROMA´s best-selling model
with solid insulating foam
filling made of polyurethane
also ensures high value
retention.

Plastic

The cost-effective solution
with carefully designed details.

One curtain, many version
– ROMA profile colours
You can also choose from a multitude of colours and possible combinations for curtains:
up to 15 standard colours depending on the
type of profile*.
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All surfaces on ROMA roller shutters are
weather-resistant, light-fast and do not require
any subsequent treatment. Basic maintenance
and cleaning will suffice.

Standard colours for roller shutter profiles

Light grey

Grey

Anthracite grey

Cream

Silver

Beige

ROMA 9016

Ivory

Sarotti

Purple red

Pale green

Fir green

Moss green

Pastel blue

Steel blue

Grey aluminium

DB703

Light wood

Dark wood

Golden Oak

A perfect match with
element colours in the
ROMA Colour Harmony

Mottled brown

Mottled dark brown

* See technical documents for profile types and corresponding colours.
Colour variations are possible due to printing technology. Please always use original colour samples when deciding.

The right roller shutters
involves detailed work
involved: at ROMA you will find an optimal
solution for any desire.

ROMA has the right roller shutters for every
single detail. Front and top-mounted roller
shutters can thus be fitted with additional
equipment, such as an insect screen, without
great effort or considerable expenses – even as
a retrofit.

The table below is an excerpt from our countless options – your ROMA trade partner will be
pleased to advise you on every detail.

Regardless of whether a new construction or
a renovation project with existing lintel boxes is

Frontmounted Frontmounted Top-mounted Top-mounted Top-mounted Renovation
Renovation
Diagonal
shutters
shutters
shutters
shutters
shutters
roller shutters roller shutters roller shutters
PURO / PURO.XR
XP
P
KARO
RA.2
TERMO.F
TERMO.R
TRENDO
Insect screen

n

Glare protection
(textile screen)

n

Security
package

n

Tilting function

n

Belt

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Crank

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Motor

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Remote
control

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Timer

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Sun monitor

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Solar drive

n

n

n

n

n

n (1)

n

(1) PURO only
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Front-mounted shutters

RONDO.XP

PENTO.XP

QUADRO.XP
(shown with solar drive)

INTEGO.XP (shown based on
QUADRO, also available based
on PENTO)

KARO

RA.2

Not shown: P series front-mounted shutters

Top-mounted shutters

PURO

PURO.XR

Diagonal roller shutters

TRENDO (based on RONDO)

TRENDO (based on PENTO)

Renovation roller shutters

TERMO.F
(with window replacement)

TERMO.R
(w/o window replacement)

TRENDO (based on QUADRO;
shown with solar drive)

Quality and ideas
produced in Germany
In just three decades, the owner-operated
company ROMA has become the German
market leader for roller shutters. Moreover,
ROMA is continually the focus of attention in
the industry thanks to its innovative solutions
for external venetian blinds and textilscreens.
One of the keys to our success is our clear

The ROMA headquarters and factory in Burgau
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ROMA

commitment to Germany as a production location. ROMA roller shutters, external venetian
blinds and textilscreens are produced in four
locations throughout Germany.
Our persistent collaboration with architects
and craftsmen also helps us always remain
one step ahead of the sun.

The ROMA factory in Rostock

ROMA forum in Burgau

The ROMA forum in Burgau was established
just for this purpose. This is where architects
and designers meet, where presentations take
place and where we train our trade partners for
expert performance in consultation and installation.

The ROMA factory in Oschatz

The ROMA forum is the meeting point where
designers and craftsmen discuss how home
will appear in the future. Because a sense of
home starts at the window.

The ROMA factory in Ludwigshafen

Roller shutters

External venetian blinds

Textilscreens

Our partners
are your partners
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